
RoC believes high-quality 
cannabinoid products 

should be accessible and 
affordable to everyone.

The Realm of Caring started in early 2012 
when the Stanley Brothers helped  two 
desperate parents, Paige Figi and Heather 
Jackson, gain access to a high-CBD/ 
low-THC cannabis (hemp) plant for their 
children with severe epilepsy.  The results 
were so phenomenal the news spread 
across the globe. By December 2014, over 
12,000 individuals in the US and worldwide 
were  requesting Charlotte’s Web™ Hemp 
Oil. In February 2015, the wait-list was 
relieved; however thousands are still not 
able to legally access potentially life-saving 
cannabinoids, particularly THC and THC-A. 
Our services provide education to those 
using cannabinoid products and advocacy 
support for those who are urgently 
awaiting access.

HISTORY

VISION CONTACT

 The Realm of Caring Foundation (RoC) 
is a 501(c)3 non-profit entity dedicated 
to providing support,  education and 
financial relief to individuals using 
cannabinoid therapy.

MISSION

info@theroc.us  |  719.347.5400
3515 N Chestnut St

Colo Springs, CO, 80907
www.theroc.us

Because quality of life matters
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We serve over 29,000 clients, of 
which 41% are under the

    age of 18.

Updated: January 2017

Realm of Caring clients have access to state-of-the-
art resources and programs and receive discounts 
on quality certified cannabinoid products. Care 
Specialists assist clients with using our resources 
during emotional and financial uncertainties. 
Clients have the opportunity to be enrolled in 
our Observational Research Registry (ORR), an 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved study. 
In 2015, our Epilepsy ORR grew to be the largest 
registry in the world studying epilepsy with 
over 500 participants. We now have an ongoing 
registry with Johns Hopkins University studying 
all conditions. All are welcome to join, whether 
using cannabinoid products or not.

CLIENT PORTAL
EXCLUSIVE RESOURCES
PRODUCT DISCOUNTS

baseCAMP
HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONER PORTAL
RESEARCH REGISTRY
IRB APPROVED STUDIES 
RESEARCH LIBRARY

EDUCATION
CLIENT ORIENTATION SERIES
HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONER EDUCATION
PROVIDER FACILITY IN-SERVICES

FAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANTS
REALM CARES FINANCIAL AID
JOY FUND RELOCATION GRANT

Our clients have access to information on:

     How to talk with your healthcare provider
     Detailed cannabinoid product guides
     Administration guidelines
     Research and online library
     For more, visit www.theroc.us

RESOURCES

www.theroc.us

Since 2013, we have helped pass cannabidiol 
legislation in: AL, DE, FL, GA, IA, KY, MS, 
MO, NC, OK, SC, TN, UT, VA, WI, TX, WY 

We helped pass comprehensive medical 
cannabis laws in: MD, MN, NH, NY, PA

As a result of these efforts, hundreds of medical 
refugees can return home.

ADVOCACYSERVICES

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

GET INVOLVED

www.theroc.us/take-action

Donate - to the program  of your choice
Stay Connected - subscribe to our newsletter
Volunteer - join the team
Socialize - on our social networks
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